The recommender system is mainly used in the e-commerce platform. With the development of the Internet, social networks and e-commerce networks have broken each other's boundaries. Users also post information about their favorite movies or books on social networks. With the enhancement of people's privacy awareness, the personal information of many users released publicly is limited. In the absence of items rating and knowing some user information, we propose a novel recommendation method. This method provides a list of recommendations for target attributes based on community detection and known user attributes and links. Considering the recommendation list and published user information that may be exploited by the attacker to infer other sensitive information of users and threaten users' privacy, we propose the CDAI (Infer Attributes based on Community Detection) method, which finds a balance between utility and privacy and provides users with safer recommendations.
Introduction
The recommender system is one of the most popular technologies that is used in any e-commerce websites. This system is mainly developed for the ease of user interaction with the website and to suggest more products to increase the business. Many e-commerce websites such as Amazon, Netflix, and Movielens recommend products based on users' preferences (or interest). The recommender system suggests new products based on various factors including user preferences, item features, user purchase history, and other additional information such as time and space data. By introducing the recommendation system, we solve the search time of a user that in turn reduces the complex and dynamic data processing at the server. However, with the invention of social networking, recommender system has taken a drastic shift from recommending products based on user purchase history to user social activity. Most of social networking websites like Facebook, Google+, and Twitter use recommender system for pop up advertisements that might cater to the users of different tastes. Also, social networking websites like Facebook recommend communities that the user might be interested in based on the profile that he has created while signing up.
The current use of recommender system in online social networks is a content-based or a hybrid system that utilizes collaborative filtering method. This method recommends products based on user's community preferences such as user's ratings and purchase history but ignores the user and item attributes. Content-based filtering or information filtering methods [1, 2] typically match query words or other user data with item attribute information, ignoring data from other users. The hybrid recommender system combines the above two methods but ignores the user's link. As the awareness of user's privacy has increased, most users in online social networks hide personal information. Users tend to opt for selective data publication while registering in a social network. For example, some users might cancel location-based services or do not fill out any personal information. This tendency creates severe lack of information and challenges for the service provider's recommendation service. Additionally, the models mentioned above also have some limitations in dealing with data sparsity and cold start-up problems [3] [4] [5] [6] .
Security and Communication Networks
Although there is a lack of information due to privacy settings, users still disclose at least some of their private information, for example, rating a movie or sharing "like" or "dislike" for a photo. Some users might also reveal sensitive information and hence become vulnerable to the attacker who utilizes background knowledge for retrieving information. These knowledge-based attacks also infer personal identity information. For example, Lewis et al. found correlations of provided favored books, movies, and music [7] . In this paper, we focus on users' inherent data privacy. We assume that an attacker can anonymously collect user's data from a social network. Some users reveal their sensitive information, while others, as privacy-conscious users, have some recommended data privacy in their long-term use. However, attackers can use various methodologies to further infer user's sensitive information. Therefore, it is the main idea of this paper to add noise to the released data to hide sensitive information and to protect users' privacy.
This paper uses the real world data of online social networking websites like Facebook and Google+ for the experiments. Also, we focus on community detection as our output for the recommender system. People, as social animals, like to find groups of people who have something in common with themselves. With the advent of social networks, it has become more accessible for people to connect to those groups of users who share common interests, even if there is no friendship between them in the real world. For example, there are various movie communities in Google+. Users can join any group based on their preferences although there is no link to the group before. Based on this idea, we propose the CDAI (Infer Attributes based on Community Detection) method to provide a list of recommendations for users in different communities. At the same time, a privacy protection strategy is proposed based on the differential privacy to balance the utility and privacy.
In this work, we focus on two main issues: (1) When the user is missing much information, how to provide the recommendation list with high accuracy; (2) How to protect users' inherent data privacy while publishing data. Following is the summary of our contributions and improvements over the previous works:
(i) Two definitions are proposed, one is to define the user, and the other is to classify the attributes according to the privacy type. In this paper, we divide users into two categories, positive and negative (see Definition 8). Additionally, this paper divides the user attributes into two categories, inherent attributes and recommendation attributes (see Definition 9). (ii) The recommendation framework of the CDAI method is proposed (see Section 5) . We have built a recommendation system using community discovery and attribute dependency. The accuracy of the proposed method is superior to the accuracy of the recommender system based on user attributes and connections. (iii) Based on the differential privacy theory and its properties, we propose the privacy-utility strategy, using differential privacy technology to protect users' sensitive information. Additionally, we also propose methods that prevent attackers from utilizing the results of CDAI to reversely infer privacy.
The remainder of the paper is organized into eight sections as follows. Section 2 provides the related work which consists of three ideologies used in this paper, including community detection, inference attack, and privacy protection. Section 3 talks about preliminaries for community detection. Section 4 defines the CDAI method, including social network model, community, dependency relationship and privacyutility, input and output, and task definition. We propose our algorithm and the description of inference attribute and privacy protection in Section 5. Sections 6 and 7 are the evaluation and conclusion, respectively.
Related Works
2.1. Recommender System. The recommender system is mainly used to evaluate and predict users' preferences for the project. Based on the output type, the recommender system can be divided into the following three categories: rating prediction, ranking prediction (top-n recommendation), and classification. The goal of the first category is to fill the missing user-project scoring matrix. The goal of the second category is to provide a ranking of items for users. The final category, classification, is to classify the candidates into the correct recommendation category. Social networking platforms vastly differ from e-commerce platforms. The ecommerce platform provides a reference standard for users to purchase a project through the evaluation of the project. However, social networks are more about providing users with "novelty" and finding things they might be interested in. In social network sites such as Facebook, if users' friends have watched a movie, they can share it on their page as well as their friends. Users who see this share on their page serve as a personal advertisement for the movie. So a user's evaluation of a project is only "watched" or "not watched", "like" or "dislike", instead of rating every item. Based on the characteristics of the social network platform itself, this paper selects the last type of task output.
The current recommender system based on the social network is broadly based on the framework of matrix factorization [8] and probabilistic matrix factorization [9] . STE [10] believes that ratings are generated by users and their trusted friends' interest. Sorec [11] uses the user preference vector to decompose the link matrix. TrustMF [12] constructs a link from a specific feature vector of trustees and then integrates it into a user preference vector to predict missing ratings. First of all, most of the above recommender systems are still based on e-commerce platform project recommendation. The results are based on user ratings of the project. However, this recommendation method has serious limitations in cold start and data sparsity; secondly, the recommendation research based on the social network mostly focuses on the recommendation of friends' link relationship. However, with the development of online networks, social networks and e-commerce are gradually breaking down each other's boundaries. The researcher can predict the target item by combining the user's link relationship with their attributes and item attributes. This paper presents a novel recommendation method, to use community detection and user attributes to provide recommendations to the users. Therefore, it can effectively reduce the inconvenience caused by data sparsity.
Inference Attack.
In the study of attribute inference attack, the target of the attacker is to spread the attribute information of social network users to users with incomplete attribute data. The attacker could be any party (e.g., online social network service, cyber criminal, advertiser, and so on). These attackers may be more interested in users' privacy attributes. They attack users' privacy by collecting public data. In addition to the risk of privacy leaks, it is also possible for an attacker to perform various security sensitive activities using inferred user attributes, such as spear phishing [13] and attacking personal information based backup authentication [14] . Reference [15] proved that an attacker (the provider of the recommender system) can use the machine learning classifier to predict the gender of the user based on the user's movie rating data. In social networks (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, and so on), public data on users include lists of users' preferences (such as movies they like or share) and lists of users' friends. Some researchers [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] proved that the attackers use machine learning classifiers to infer target users privacy information based on user's published data.
The current attribute inference attacks are mainly divided into two types, friend-based and behavior-based. Friendbased attacks [18, 19, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] are mainly based on the information that users and friends have disclosed as well as the information of social relationship structure to infer users' sensitive attributes to attack them. Behavior-based attack [15, 17, 30, 31] is based on the public attribute information of the user, to find users with similar attributes, culture, and hobbies. By using this public information, the user's behavior attributes are inferred. In Section 3, the definition of an attacker is provided. By using the prediction results of this paper and combining with the background knowledge such as the user's public information, the attacker could deduce the sensitive attributes (such as location, political view, or sexual orientation) of the user in reverse and thus poses a threat to users' privacy.
Privacy Protect.
At present, the privacy protection researches mainly focus on anonymity and access control. Anonymity is one of the most important methods for protecting privacy in the social network. There are two possible anonymization methods: node anonymity and edge anonymity. The former method hides the node information, while the latter prevents attacker based on the known information and relationship to infer node's real identity through adding or deleting edges [32] . The most popular method is to combine the two methods to hide node information and get the better privacy.
Sweeney [33] proposed the k-anonymity method. This method does not consider sensitive attributes and hence is prone to attacks like homogenous and background knowledge. Hey et al. [34] proposed K-candidate anonymity method based on Sweeney. They aggregate nodes to a different partition and published the number of partitioned nodes and edge degree between inter and outer of partition, using this anonymity graph to study the original feature.
Edge anonymization can be done by randomly removing a certain number of edges and adding the same number of random edges. Vuokko and Terzi [35] studied the reconstruction mechanism of social networks. In this mechanism, the authors have randomized both the structure and the attributes. However, they deemed that the reconstruction can be finished in polynomial time.
Differential privacy is a privacy definition proposed by Dwork in 2006 for the privacy disclosure of statistical databases [36] . They defined the computing result of the data set to be nonsensitive for a single record. Difference privacy can solve two defects in traditional privacy protection model.
(1) It does not consider any background knowledge which the attacker has. (2) It has the strict definition and provided a quantitative assessment method. Many scholars begun the research in difference privacy field. For example, McSherry [37] proposed a privacy integration query mechanism (PINQ). PINQ proposed an algebraic method to describe the protection of privacy data analysis, and they ensured that the results satisfied difference privacy. Differential privacy is also frequently studied on the context of index [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] . This paper combines matrix manipulation of attributes with differential privacy technology, and we propose a novel privacy protection method to prevent attackers to infer user's sensitive information.
Preliminaries

Community Detection.
Community Detection is a study in which nodes are divided into communities. There are various ways in which the nodes can be divided into communities and the splitting method is called "cluster" method. Broadly, all the clustering methods can be divided into overlapping community methods and nonoverlapping community methods. The community detection of this paper is based on Louvian algorithm [47] . We assume that users are only in a community. Because community detection is divided according to the user's target attribute. The target attribute in this paper belongs to recommendation attribute and has multiple values. Therefore, we utilize a method called "CDAI" which is a overlapping community method.
The strength and weakness of intimacy in the community, the quality of division, require a measure. Moreover, that standard is modularity. Newman first proposed the concept of modularity in 2004 [48] . Newman also proposed a large-scale community division approach. However, this approach works very slowly with big data. Therefore, many scholars proposed many improved algorithms based on Newman's research, and Louvian was one of them. Louvian algorithm is proposed based on modularity, and it has been improved so that high accuracy results can be obtained quickly under large-scale community division. At the same time, [47] also proposed the concept of modularity gain as a standard to classify nodes into the community. The formula is as follows. where , represents the weight between node and node . = ∑ , is the sum of the weights of the edges attached from vertex , and is the community to which vertex is assigned. The -function ( , ) decides whether to put and in the same community. is 1 if u=v and 0 otherwise and
Simplify formula (1) to formula (2):
where ∑ is the sum of the weights of the links inside and ∑ is the sum of the weights of the links among nodes in . The gain in modularity is Δ . If the node itself is a community, compute the gain when the node moved into other communities.
where is the sum of the weights of the links incident to node , , is the sum of the weights of the links from to nodes in and is the sum of the weights of all the links in the network. A similar expression is used in order to evaluate the change of modularity when is removed from its community. In practice, one therefore evaluates the change of modularity by removing from its community and then by moving it into a neighbouring community. Visualization of the steps of the algorithm is as follows.
In Figure 1 , each part is made of two phases: one where modularity is optimized by allowing only local changes of communities and one where the communities found are aggregated in order to build a new network of communities. The passes are repeated iteratively until no increase of modularity is possible.
Differential Privacy.
Due to the particular attack hypothesis and specific background knowledge, the privacy protection model based on anonymity fails to carry out quantitative analysis on the privacy protection intensity, so it has significant limitations in practical application. However, the differential privacy model makes it impossible for an attacker to identify whether a record is in the original data table, no matter what background knowledge he has. The formal definition of differential privacy is as follows.
Definition 1 ( -differential privacy). A randomized algorithm M satisfies -differential privacy, if for any two datasets and that differ only in one record, and for any possible output of , we have
where the probability of an event is denoted by [⋅].
Definition 2 (Laplace mechanism sensitivity). For dataset , given the function f: → . If the sensitivity of the function is Δ , then the random algorithm is as follows.
is a random noise and follows the Laplace distribution of scale parameter Δ / .
There are many methods of achieving differential privacy, and the most widely used are the Laplace mechanism [36] and the exponential mechanism [49] . Laplace mechanism is only applicable to numerical query results. The index mechanism is applied to query results by type. The exponential mechanism uses random sampling to satisfy specific distribution to realize differential privacy instead of adding noise. The central principle of the exponential mechanism is to define a practical evaluation function and calculate a practical value for each output scheme. The output scheme with high score is more likely to be published, to ensure the quality of published data. The selection of the evaluation function must have the lowest sensitivity possible. Sensitivity is the maximum change to the query result caused by deleting one arbitrary tuple in the dataset. It is a crucial parameter to add noise. Its specific definition and formula are as follows.
Definition 3 (exponential mechanism sensitivity). Given a practical evaluation function , the sensitivity of is defined as
where 1 and 2 are datasets with only one record difference between any pair, and represents any legitimate output. According to the definition of sensitivity, Theorem 4 can be obtained.
Theorem 4. Given dataset , is a utility valuation function for all output of dataset . For dataset and function , if algorithm
satisfies the probability of output and is proportional to exp( ( , )/2 ( )), then algorithm satisfies -differential privacy.
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The -differential privacy model has the following properties.
Property 5 (sequence composition property). Assuming random algorithm combination = 1 , 2 , . . . , . For the same dataset , provides -differential privacy, and provides ∑ =1 -differential privacy.
Property 6 (parallel composition property). Assuming random algorithm combination = 1 , 2 , . . . , . For the disjoint subset of dataset , -difference privacy is satisfied, respectively. Then provides maximum -difference privacy protection for .
Problem Statement
Social Network Model
Definition 7 (social network). A social network is an undigraph represented by ( , , ). It consists of user set, friendship links, and the set of user attributes. The user set includes positive users and negative users represented by and , respectively, and , ∈ (1 ≤ , ≤ | |). Friendship link is represented by ; in this paper all links are unweighted undigraph. But when dealing with similarity (Definition 11), links become weighted undigraph. The set of user attributes is denoted by , which consists of recommended attributes and inherent attributes represented by and , ( , ) ⊆ = ∪ . For an arbitrary user ( , ) ∈ (1 ≤ , ≤ | |), their friendship links ( , ) ∈ also indicate ( , ) ∈ .
Definition 8 (positive users and negative users). We divided users into two categories: positive users and negative users. We defined positive users as the people who filled most profile, nonsensitive for information, like sharing the information with other people. Positive users are denoted by . represented negative users, who have strict privacy awareness, blanking much information, inactivity on the online social network. These negative users are our target users. , ∈ (1 ≤ , ≤ | |), ∪ = . In this paper, we consider the published information including the friend links and users attributes.
Definition 9 (attribute set). In this paper, we assume that the recommendation attributes are the items in the traditional recommender system, and the attribute value is the specific name of the items. This paper uses known recommendation attributes and some inherent attributes to predict user preferences and provide users with a list of recommendations for relevant content. The target attribute in this paper is a recommendation attribute, and the community is divided according to the target attribute. The inherent attribute is defined as the user's sensitive privacy information, which includes the user's age, gender, political inclination, address, and other personal data. All the inherent information of the user is regarded as an inherent attribute. Generally, such an attribute is a single value attribute. The recommendation attribute is considered as nonsensitive privacy information, which includes books, games, movies, and other information that users like. All items that provide services to users and can be recommended to users can be called recommendation attribute, which usually has multiple attribute values. For the convenience of the experiment, all single value attributes are regarded as inherent attributes in this paper, and all multivalue attributes are considered as recommendation attributes.
For any user ,
. is the set of attribute categories in the social network, including the inherent category and recommended categories , ( , ) ⊆ . For a certain attribute category, is used to represent the attributes value also viewed as the label. 2,1 ∈ have five categories: two of them are recommendation attribute categories and the others are inherent attribute categories represented by ; two users are 1 and 2 . In this case, 1 published two favorite movies, two favorite books, age, gender, and political view. However, 2 released two favorite movies, one favorite book. From the case we can infer 1 is a positive user, and 2 belongs to negative user. We know the relationship between 1 and 2 ; they are friends.
Community Detection
Definition 10 (community). The community collects the nodes which have the same feature in the network. The vertices within the community are tightly linked, a low density between-group edges [50] . With the growth of the network scale, the community scale becomes bigger, and so is the number of nodes. We merge the original relationship between users and attributes by dividing the community while building a strong link in the community. Users having same attributes in a community establish a new graph represented by .
In this part, to obtain the similarity of attributes and relationship links, getting a new social network graph , where and have link, return to 1, otherwise return to 0. At the same time, and have a lot of same attributes, which proved they have tight relationship. The similarity is equivalent to the weight of user edges.
Definition 11 (similarity of attributes between users). To obtain the similarity between users, use Jaccard index to measure that. It is defined as the size of the intersection divided by the size of the union of the sample sets.
where and represented the attributes of and and the set of all attributes is denoted by .
Attribute Dependence Definition 12 (the accuracy of dependence).
∈ ( ) is the accuracy of dependence, classifiers set is , and is the specific classifiers in the set. ∈ (1 ≤ ≤ | |), where n is the number of classifiers.
represents the target recommended attribute type.
Definition 13 (highest-dependence). Experiment used the selected classifiers to train. Remove an attribute category in each train, and find the attribute category that causes the maximum gain change, which is the highest-dependence for the target attribute category. If there are several attributes that result in large change, then regard them as highestdependence.
When removing an attribute category, the gain of accuracy of recommended attribute category is denoted by Δ ∈ .
is the set of rest attribute categories, and these attribute categories are the removed low-dependence attribute categories .
Attacker and Attack Model.
In general, an attacker can be anyone who is interested in user attributes. However, the attackers in this paper mainly refer to those cyber criminals who use public background knowledge to infer user attributes and attack users. Cyber criminal uses user attributes to perform certain cyber attacks, for example, spear phishing attacks [13] and personal information attacks based on backup authentication [14] . These behaviors will leak users' privacy and may cause users to lose property or even threaten their security. In this paper, we assume that data is published from the perspective of social network providers and cyber criminal has some background knowledge. The knowledge of cybercriminal is ( , , ), where
is the set of attributes obtained by machine learning, which is strongly dependent on the target attribute. Publish the set of extracted attributes. Positive users post complete information whereas negative users belong to the user group with strong privacy awareness, and they only release a small amount of information or no information to the outside world. Therefore, the goal of this step is to reduce the exposure of user information. Publish the attributes set after dimension reduction. Hide irrelevant or weakly related attributes to protect some user information.
Utility Based on Privacy
Protection. This paper aims to propose a method to provide more services for negative users and, meanwhile, balance the utility-privacy tradeoff. The existing definition of privacy has difference privacy, K-anonymity [33] and L-diversity [51] , which are only for inherent data and are not suitable for inferring attribute. In the current research work, the usual method is adding noise in original data. Rather than the traditional method, we infer attributes for negative users whose data are incomplete. However, consider the attackers use background knowledge to inference attack. Therefore, data-sanitization is necessary, which could protect user privacy, but over datasanitization will lead to a reduced utility. Based on the above problem, utility is based on privacy protection as follows.
Definition 14 (utility). Given the social network G, stronger protection needs more noise, which leads to less utility. Accordingly, there is the interaction of constraints between privacy and utility. When utility satisfied the condition, get the maximum utility under the good privacy protection. The condition is given as follows.
where approximates to 1, which means utility better. Otherwise, it is close to 0, utility lower.
Input and Task.
Based on the above definitions, given the input and output definitions about this paper. The user-specified thresholds on privacy-utility are given in Section 7.
Input. Social graph is denoted by ( , , , , ) , where user set includes and . Friendship link set is denoted by , the set of user attributes is denoted by , and the set of attribute categories , = ∪ . The set of labels , = ∪ . The set of known labels for users ∈ is , where is the set of users with known labels.
includes known and . is the set of unknown labels for users ∈ , where is the set of users with unknown labels, mainly the negative users. User-specified utility threshold is denoted by .
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Symbol Description
The modularity, evaluation index of community detection = (1/2) ∑ , , , is the sum of the weights of all the links in the network ,
The weight between node and node
The sum of the weights of the edges attached from vertex , The sum of the weights of the links from to nodes in The community. ∈ An algorithm. ∈ ( )
The result of any query operation ∼ ( Δ / ) is a random noise and follows the Laplace distribution of scale parameter Δ / ( ) The sensitivity of ( , )
represents a given practical evaluation function. is data set, represents any legitimate output The set of attribute categories in , ∪ = The attribute value, equal to label,
The similarity of attributes between users
∈
The accuracy of dependence The parameters for evaluating utility, it is close to 1 that means utility better, otherwise, it is close to 0, utility lower Output Task 1: Prediction method can predict for negative users who do not know the label of recommended attribute.
Task 2: Publish a noise-added recommendation list. For the convenience of readers, the symbols involved in the paper are summarized in Table 1 .
CDAI Method
The framework of this paper is mainly divided into three parts: the first part is the data processing, the second part is the recommendation, and the third part is the privacy protection. In the first part of data preprocessing, the machine learning algorithm is mainly used to find the dependent attribute of the target attribute and delete the weak dependent attribute, so as to reduce the dimension of high-dimensional original data. In the second part, the recommendation combines the classification algorithm of community detection and machine learning to improve the accuracy of prediction. The third part is privacy protection, the differential privacy based on recommended. Differential privacy is constructed for the naive Bayesian algorithm of community discovery and machine learning classification, respectively. After differential privacy treatment, the recommendation results are published to the public, which makes it impossible for the attacker to infer more information about the user in reverse.
Data Processing.
This section uses machine learning to get the dependent attributes of the target attribute. On the one hand, dimensional reduction processing is carried out for high-dimensional data, so as to improve the overall running speed. On the other hand, after deleting the original data, Input: = ( , , ); Output: 1 (
others are low-dependence → (7) end if (8) = − (9) → (10) end for (11) Get 1 Algorithm 1: Data processing. publishing can reduce the information leakage of users from the source and protect their personal privacy.
This section uses the machine learning classifier (such as KNN, NB, SVM) to predict the labels of the target attribute. Remove one weak dependency attribute at a time according to formula (9) . And use formula (10) to determine whether the deletion will continue. When the utility is reduced by more than , the deletion stops. The remaining attributes are highly dependent. The recommendation accuracy obtained based on this step will be reduced. But by setting the utility, it is reduced to an acceptable range. See Algorithm 1.
CDAI Recommendation Method.
In social networks, users join specific communities according to their preferences. Users in the community may not have any prior connection to each other. However, these users may have high attribute similarity. From the perspective of sociology, users with high similarity are more likely to have common preferences. Based on this idea, a coarse-grained prediction method based on community detection is proposed. At the same time, even in the same community, there is a high similarity of attributes, but the difference of one of its attribute values still has a specific influence on the final prediction results. For example, in a movie community, both people like comedy movies. However, because of gender differences, a more detailed classification might yield different results. Therefore, in the second stage of the recommendation method, the prediction based on the attribute and machine learning is proposed, to modify the partial prediction results of the first stage. The recommended structure is shown in Figure 2 . This paper is based on the user's friend links and attributes. The community detection algorithm and machine learning classification algorithm are combined to obtain high recommendation accuracy. The recommendation process is divided into two stages. The first stage is a coarse-grained recommendation based on community detection. The Louvain algorithm combined with attribute similarity divides users into communities based on target attribute. The following formula is used to obtain the most probability of target attribute labels in the entire network (see formula (12) ), which is assigned to users who are belonging to independent communities and do not have the target attribute label. At the same time, each community has a label that gets the most votes, assigning the label to an empty target attribute in the community. Here, the community weight is added to the probability of getting the labels in each community. The modularity of each community is regarded as the weight of the community (see formula (11)).
In the second stage, the machine learning classification algorithm is used to adjust the prediction results. Thus, higher prediction accuracy can be obtained. The main step of this part is to use the machine learning classification algorithm to obtain the prediction results. In the first step, the predicted results of the independent community remained unchanged. If the predicted results in the community are different from those in the first step, the predicted results of the same community in the first step are replaced by those obtained in the second step. End of recommendation. See Algorithm 2.
CDAI Privacy Protection and Publishing.
It is known from the data preprocessing section that the original data released by social network providers is preprocessed data, while other data is hidden data, which is not visible to the public. Based on this assumption, the maximum range of background knowledge obtained by an attacker is the data published by a social network provider, that is, preprocessed data. For this part of the dataset, this paper uses differential privacy to protect the dataset when the attacker knows all about it. The structure of this part is consistent with that of the recommendation part and consists of two parts. The structure is shown in Figure 3 . The first part is a differential privacy based on community detection. The second part is the differential privacy based on Naive Bayes [52] .
Differential Privacy Based on Community Detection.
This part of differential privacy is based on community discovery. To achieve the effect of privacy protection, it is necessary to hide the link relationship between users in the community detection. Therefore, Laplace noise is added to the community weight to hide the link relationship in the community. Add noise to the number of links to node I within and outside the community to hide the true link relationship. Privacy budget is . Function sensitivity Δ is related to function. The number of users within the community is the maximum sensitivity of . The number of users outside the community is the maximum sensitivity of ∑ . Therefore, the combined sensitivity of the two sequences is the total number of users in the social network. Add noise to formula (2) and change it to the following form:
Algorithm 3 achieves the -differential privacy protection by adding Laplace noise. Therefore, it is necessary to prove that the algorithm strictly abides by the -difference privacy definition. Each step of the algorithm will be analyzed and proved according to the definition and properties of Section 3.
Differential Privacy Proof. The algorithm adds Laplace noise to each link weight of nodes in . We know from the formula for that is made up of two parts. The first part is internal weight. When only one node is added, Node is connected to | | users in . Node is connected to users in , and is at most equal to all | | users in . The second part is external weight. The external maximum number of users is | |−| |. Because it adds Laplace to each link weight of the nodes, when two data sets differ by a tuple, the sensitivity in is , . If the maximum weight is 1, the sensitivity is | |. Similarly, the maximum sensitivity outside is also | |. Therefore, Δ satisfies /| | -differential privacy. We know from the formula for that each user joins is independent of the other. So it is parallel relationship. According to the = ⋂ (5) Initiallize Each Node to a Separated Community (6) repeat (7) for ∈ | | do (8) for ∈ | | do (9) Remove i from its community, place to j's community (10) Compute the composite modularity gain Δ (11) end for (12) Choose j with maximun positive gain ( if exists) and move i to j's community (13) Otherwise i stays in its community (14) end for (15) until No further improvement in modularity (16) Gets the label probability in each community, Users of the independent community, the labels remain the same (26) end if (27) parallel property of differential privacy, satisfies /| | -differential privacy.
Differential Privacy Based on Naive Bayes.
Based on the second part of the recommendation, the machine learning classification algorithm is used to predict labels. In this paper, KNN, NB, and SVM are mainly used. This part only constructs differential privacy for naive Bayesian algorithm. Generally, an NB classifier has a good effect on data classification, so it can be considered that it has a good estimate of joint probability density ( , ). So, for a randomly generated feature vector x, if the classifier divides it into some class of , we can think of ( , ) as a random sample from ( , ). The process of selecting the maximum posterior probability class is Naive Bayes. It is regarded as the process of voting according to conditional probability and prior probability. According to the exponential mechanism, a decision algorithm in accordance with differential privacy protection is designed. The output of the algorithm is a class variable. To reduce the effect of parameters on the posterior probability, Laplace smoothing of conditional probability is carried out, and the following definitions of utility function are given:
is the number of samples, ( ) is the indicator function. ( ) is the jth feature vector. is the number of values of ( ) . When = 1, it is called Laplace smoothing.
Theorem 15. For any two random samples x and that differ by only one attribute, ( , , ) has a local sensitivity of log(2 ). is the number of tuples in dataset .
Proof. In a given dataset, the conditional probability of ( ( ) | ) after Laplace smoothing is bounded. Its upper bound is 1.
When the inequality equals, the conditional probability is minimized (
Given the data set , for the n dimensional feature vectors x and with only the jth dimension different, the only thing that is not equal is the conditional probability of the jth dimension. Namely, ( , , ) − ( , , ) = log( ( ( ) | )) − log( ( ( ) | )). According to the formula above,
By Theorem 15, the sensitivity of the utility function Δ only related to the size of the data set . Replacing global sensitivity with local sensitivity will leak information related to the size of the dataset. Here Δ = ⌈log(2 )⌉. Because the logarithm function is a slow growing function, therefore, the uplift operation can reduce the possibility of data set size information leakage. Finally, the label is selected with probability ∝ exp( ( , , )/2Δ ). Satisfy -difference privacy.
According to the serial nature of differential privacy. The difference privacy based on community discovery is concatenated with the difference privacy based on Bayesian. It satisfies (| | + 1) /| | -differential privacy.
Evaluation
Datasets.
We will compare Attribute-Link and CDAI using real dataset. In our experiment, we investigate two different datasets. The first one is Facebook dataset (https:// snap.stanford.edu/data/egonets-Facebook.html) and the second one is Google+ dataset (https://snap.stanford.edu/data/ egonets-Gplus.html). Both of them have the ego-network and profile of each user and anonymized the information. From Facebook we got profile and network data from 10 egonetworks and consist of 88,234 links and 4,039 users with an average circle size of 22 friends. Each user has own profile, which has 22 attribute categories. Profile includes birthday, education classes, education school, education year, and hometown. From Google+ we obtained profile and network data from 132 ego-networks. It consists of 13,673,453 links and 107,614 users. 132 ego-networks represented 132 users. The Google+ dataset is quite different to those from Facebook, in the sense that their creators have chosen to release them publicly. It contains 6 attribute categories which, respectively, are gender, institution, job, last name, city, and university. In experiment, we choose the single value attribute categories as inherent attributes and the multiple-value attribute categories regard as recommendation attributes. Table 2 provides the general statistics of the two datasets. This table shows that all of the two graphs are almost fully connected.
Experiment Settings.
We describe the metrics adopted to evaluate various inference, training and testing, and parameter settings. Evaluation Metrics. The aim of this paper is to provide recommendation service for users. At the same time, it prevents attackers from using background knowledge and recommendation content to push back other information of users. Since we set the target user is negative user. Due to the evaluation, assume all test users are negative users. Randomizing a multiple-value attribute category is recommended attribute category and predicts the attribute values, for example, we know that Facebook has 22 attribute categories from Table 2 . There are 13 recommended attribute categories and 9 inherent attribute categories; therefore, randomly choose one from recommended attribute categories as the target attribute to predict. Use the rest of attribute categories to find the relationship with chosen recommend attribute. We use these models to predict: (1) Attribute-Link inferring attributes model; (2) CDAI model.
In this section, given 3 evaluation metrics, respectively, accuracy, modularity, and utility, the community detection assesses using modularity. The general range of modularity is between -0.5 and -1. When the range is between 0.3 and 0.7, the clustering effect is good. The rest of metrics evaluates the prediction result. Accuracy is the ratio of the number of samples correctly to the total sample size for a given test data set. The high-dependence in Section 4 is based on accuracy. The formula is as follows.
where is denoted by the number of correct labels obtained using the classifiers.
is the number of test samples.
In addition, the utility evaluation metric is discussed in Section 4.5; we will use the definite formulas for evaluation; see formula (10) . In this paper, we set as 0.2. The classifiers include KNN, Naive Bayes, and SVM. The is 0.001, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1,1.5, 10, 100, 1000, 10000.
Train Dataset and Test Dataset. Facebook dataset consists of 10 ego-networks, and Google+ dataset includes 133 ego-networks. In this experiment randomly select the train dataset and the test dataset, and the ratio is 8 to 2. We assume all users are target users in test dataset. Each user's attributes consist of recommended attributes and inherent attributes. The target attribute is randomly selected from recommendation attribute categories. Due to the profile obtained in real world, therefore, some information is missing. These links between centre user and his followers are nature weak relationship in network graph, extracting high-dependence links from each ego-network and dividing the community based on the attribute similarity.
No Noise Labels Predicted.
In this section, we compared Attribute-Link method and CDAI method, exploiting modularity, accuracy, and utility to evaluate the two methods. Table 3 shows the comparison results of initial modularity between the two methods. From Table 3 , no matter which datasets the modularity of CDAI is relatively stable and the results are better than Attribute-Link method. Figures 4(a)-4(c) are the test results of Google+ dataset; no matter which classifiers the prediction result of CDAI is significantly better than the other one. In the classifier of KNN in Figure 4 (a), the accuracy does not change when using inherent attributes or recommended attributes. In the process of removing the attributes, when removing the sencon attribute category, classification method based on Attribute-Link improved its accuracy; meanwhile using CDAI method the result has no change that means the latter one has better stability than the former. From Figure 4 (b) of NB classifier, when only using inherent attributes for prediction, the accuracy improved. However, when deleting the third attribute category, the accuracy of two methods all improved. The SVM classifier has always been smooth in the figure. Figures 4(d)-4(f) are the results of Facebook dataset. There is a larger decline when only using single attribute categories (inherent attribute categories) that means the recommended attribute categories have a great impact for prediction. In NB classifier, no matter which attribute is deleted, the accuracy is stability. But the other classifiers have a sharp decline when the attribute deleted the fourteenth. The results of CDAI in three pictures are always better than Attribute-Link.
Figures 5(a)-5(f) are the utility results of Google + and Facebook datasets. Based on the definition of utility, the values are closer to 0, and the utility is better. From Figure 5 , either data or classifier, the two methods on the utility results are below setting values; at the same time the results obtained from CDAI are better than the Attribute-Link. Figures 5(a)-5(c) are the results of Google +. Using KNN classifier, when removing the second attribute category based on Attribute-Link method, the utility is suddenly increased that illustrates that there is bigger influence on the utility. However, based on CDAI, no matter which result is removed, the attribute categories have stabilization. In Figure 5 (b) using NB classifier, the two methods have same line trend and when removing the third attribute category there has a big change. For Figure 5 the utility after adding noise. The first three graphs in Figures  6 and 7 are based on Google+ dataset. It can be seen from the figures that the noise has certain influence on the prediction and the utility is reduced to a certain extent. However, due to the characteristics of the dataset itself, the effect is not significant. Because every attribute in Google dataset has a very large attribute value, the attribute value of a single attribute remains large even after many attributes have been deleted. Therefore, even if the maximum noise is added, the results are relatively stable.
The last three graphs in Figures 6 and 7 are based on Facebook dataset. As can be seen from the figure, noise has a greater impact on prediction, although the reduced utility is within a given range. However, it can be seen that the prediction results are in accordance with differential privacy. When increases, the accuracy of the prediction also increases, and the result is close to that without adding noise.
The reason why Facebook's results are more obvious than Google's is that Facebook's attribute types are diverse and each attribute type has less value, so the effect of adding noise is obvious. However, in general, it still conforms to the protection of differential privacy, and the reduced utility is within the range, reaching the balance between privacy protection and utility.
Conclusions
This paper proposes a CDAI recommendation method based on community detection and user attributes. The experiment is based on real social network data. It is found that this method can effectively improve the accuracy of recommendation compared with traditional classification methods. At the same time, in order to prevent the published recommendation content from being used by the attacker to push back users' privacy information, this paper also proposes a novel privacy protection method. First, this method manipulates on nodes and links. Combining with differential privacy and publishing the final recommendation results, this method will lose a few of utility. But it can protect users' privacy. This paper also has some limitations when facing attacks from attackers with complete background knowledge. This is the author's future work.
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